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Ayrshire has lost one its best liked and respected players in John Stevenson.
Fiona Abbott said to me we had a giant amongst us, referring to his impressive bridge achievements over the
years. Yet his quiet, cheerful, modest and friendly manner at the table gave no clues to his bridge pedigree. So I
like to think the phrase is equally apt in describing the man himself.
John’s funeral was held at Holmsford Bridge Crematorium, Dreghorn, on Thursday 19th March.
Sam Malkani pays this tribute to John -

John Alexander Stevenson
..
Ayrshire
was saddened to report the death of John Stevenson, who passed away peacefully at Crosshouse
Hospital on the 5th March 2015. He was one of the finest and best liked bridge players in Ayrshire.
He studied medicine at Glasgow University but never practiced his medical skills.
Although he lived in Kilmarnock, he played bridge in Glasgow, with his long term bridge partner Hugh Fraser.
They played in the Camrose in 1955 and 1963 and also won the Scottish Cup and National Pairs twice along
with numerous National competitions.
When Hugh died John decided to play in Ayrshire, mainly with Frances Murphy but also with Margaret
Armstrong and other partners.
John played with a range of partners, and was unfailingly courteous to them all, and of course to all his
opponents. It was a pleasure to play at his table. He will be sorely missed by all.
His death will be met with sadness around Scottish Bridge. His warmth and humanity will forever shine
through.
What would you bid now?
In this issue :
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This year so many schools entered the National Minibridge Competition that it was run in 2 heats; one in the
south on 10th March and a northern one in Elgin on 23rd March. For the first time in many years Ayrshire was
represented by 4 children from Glenburn Primary and 6 from Troon Primary at the heat in Stirling on 10th
March. Accompanying me were minibridge teachers Margaret Boyd and Gordon Smith along with 2
representatives from the schools.
There were 13 teams at the southern heat in Stirling including “Gordon's Glenburn Girls", "Troon Primary School
aka “TPS" and "The Thistles": a composite team made up of 2 girls from Troon Primary and 2 from Stewart
Melville. The competition was run as Swiss teams and the teams played 4, 3 board, matches with a break for a
delicious buffet lunch. The standard of play varied greatly because some children had been playing for a
few years while others had only been playing for a few weeks but it was a pleasure to watch them all enjoying the
game as well as the social side of the day. In the end we ended up with a tie for 1st place, which couldn’t be split
as the two teams hadn’t played each other: the winners were the composite Troon Primary/Stewart Melville team
and coincidentally the other Stewart Melville team. There will be an overall winner but that announcement has
not been made yet.
I would like to thank the SBU for a well organised competition and for the excellent catering that was enjoyed by
everyone. I would also like to thank the minibridge teachers and 2 adult representatives from the schools who
gave up their own time to accompany us. I would like to take this opportunity to say I find that teaching
minibridge is extremely rewarding; the children are good fun and full of enthusiasm. However in Ayrshire we are
extremely short of teachers despite the fact that anyone, even non bridge players, can teach minibridge. So if you
have a spare hour in your week and would like to give it a try please contact me so that we can get more children
involved next year.
Maureen Rennie
Minibridge coordinator
bridge@troonwarren.me.uk

Troon Primary

The 2 winning teams

“Gordon’s
Glenburn Girls”

The winning team including the 2 girls
from Troon Primary
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INTERVIEW WITH SANDRA WISEMAN
By Janice Thomson

Sandra Wiseman has kindly agreed to be one of this month's interviewees. A perfect example of how a player should
behave at the bridge table, Sandra loves her bridge and plays regularly at her clubs, in local competitions and in
National events too.
Here are her responses:
1. What brought you to the game Sandra?...e.g. Did your parents play at all?
My parents were not bridge players although we always played a lot of board and other card games at home. I
always enjoyed playing whist and rummy.
I began bridge classes when I gave up work to have Yvonne. My second term of classes began when Yvonne was
just two weeks old. She came along and slept at the back of the classroom in her car seat. She obviously listened and
took in more than I ever did !
We had just moved to Oxfordshire and we were lucky to have a superb club nearby that nurtured beginners on a
separate club night before inviting them to play on the main competitive evenings. Experienced players helped and
guided us, and made sure we were ready (not just in the play and bidding but also in table etiquette and confidence at
calling the director etc.) before allowing us in with the “big boys”.
2. Please tell us what it is about bridge that keeps you playing it...mental stimulation, social aspects etc.
I think all bridge players are the same whatever their level of attainment. Bridge is a drug and once we learn it, we
are all addicted for life. I enjoy both the competitive and social sides of the game. Each session is different and even
if you have a bad evening, you still go back for more as tomorrow could bring success.
Bridge is a great leveler. There are no age restrictions, no social barriers and no minimum skill requirements. Bridge
must be the only sport where an 11-year old can play at the same table as a 90+-year old (indeed, once on holiday in
France we took the children to a club where they played a lady who was aged one hundred) and where a beginner
can play against a Grand Master—and get a top !.
3. You, Dave, Yvonne and Ralph are a bridge-playing family. Please tell the readers somewhat about this... For
example does bridge tend to be a main conversational topic?
My most memorable and enjoyable games of bridge have been while playing with my children, and in particular
while playing as 'Team Wiseman'. It always makes me immensely proud especially when they were very young. In
those days we used to discuss the hands afterwards and try to learn from our mistakes. In the early days we used to
have a few light-hearted boards of bridge at home especially if they were practising for a Junior/International
competition. However we always tried to keep things low key—we discussed hands if they wanted to, but never
forced the issue. Now that they are both away, bridge has taken a back seat and we tend to discuss the interesting
characters and politics in the bridge world more than actual hands.
4. From an empirical point of view, how do you see the game as it is at the moment? For example, the
afternoon clubs in Ayrshire do well numbers-wise. Many of the participants do not play in evening clubs or
take part in the district competitions. Do you think this is a general diminishing of interest in the game, an
age-related thing or a trend to other pursuits with for example, very few younger folk taking up the game?
Bridge is versatile and can be played at many levels. It is important that each level of bridge is catered for. Although
I do not play afternoon bridge I can fully understand why some players prefer the more gentle and polite
Continued on page 4
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Continued from page 3
game away from some of the aggressive practices that seem to slip through in the evening clubs or competitions.
The complicated and unexplained systems played by some more experienced players are intimidating. Convention
cards are often not displayed and inexperienced players are not aware that they are entitled under the Laws of
Duplicate Bridge to be privy to this information. It is a great pity the laws of bridge etiquette are not enforced more
in our clubs through firm, competent direction—it would make the game more pleasant and fairer for all!
I personally think it is a great pity that the competitive game is not attracting the numbers it used to. Competitive
bridge is exciting and challenging and is the only way forward for the game. I am not sure how we are going to
reverse this trend. Perhaps the answer lies in people's perception of the game. If we can somehow portray bridge as
'cool' and as an exciting, fair, forward-thinking 'sport', younger people may see the attraction. It is interesting that in
many other European countries younger people are taking up the game with much success in the International
competitions.
5. What system/s do you play ? Do you have a favourite system? If so, then what are the features about this
latter that you like and what are the reasons for this?
I play a simple basic system with all my partners. ACOL, 4-card majors, weak no trump and 3 weak 2's. I like to
keep things simple so that there is less chance of my forgetting the system. I like the pre-emptive value of the 3
weak 2's.
All systems have their weaknesses and strengths. I think the important thing about any system is that both players
are playing the same one!
6. Do you play or watch on B.B.O.? Do you think this facility is beneficial to keen players? For example in
partnership-practicing, playing or the opportunity to watch and learn from the world's top players in action.
I do not play on B.B.O. nor have the time, unfortunately, to watch much either. However, partnership-practicing is a
good and valuable facility for keen players.
I have been glued to the screen when watching my children play in the Junior Internationals and found it a very
nerve-wracking experience.
7. a)What are your favourite Ayrshire competitions and why?
b) Do you have a favourite national competition?
My favourite form of bridge is Swiss Teams closely followed by Swiss Pairs. I also enjoy Matchpoint evenings and
Mutiple Teams but I am no fan of the antiquated Aggregate form of scoring in the modern bridge world (much like
the rest of the world outside Scotland).
My favourite National competition is the Breene Ladies Pairs and I was disappointed that Ayrshire was unable to
attract the numbers to run a heat this year. This devalues the whole competition.
The Fun Section:
What is your favourite colour? Red.
….................................food? Indian food.
….................................t.v. programme/s? “Silent Witness” and Nature documentaries.
….................................film/s? “Schindler's List”,Thrillers.
….................................novels/kind of reading? Crime, Thriller.
….................................music? Classical.
….................................pastime/s other than bridge? Gardening.
Thanks Sandra for this interesting set of responses. Now that Yvonne and Ralph have somewhat flown the nest, you
will miss them as per making up a four at a moment's notice!
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I attended the late David Heggie's funeral in Dundee last Friday, catching up with his son Gordon, who was an old partner of mine
in the early 80s, and who played around Kilmarnock in his early years with the Clydesdale Bank a little later.
The attached poem was written about 30 years ago, as after dinner entertainment at a Newton Stewart Club around the time David
would be Club President. It has lurked in a file I was cleaning out recently.
I'm the only member of this team still alive, John Scott, Bob Alexander & David
Heggie having gone from this earth--so any potential law suits should be
The Spirit of the Game.
manageable!

The Cally ale had made us canty,
We were na fou, but just had plenty:
We staggered whiles, but yet took tent aye,
Tae haud the table,
Aye feared that, at oor turn tae journey,
We were na able.
We'd teamed up wi' another pair,
Wha claimed that they'd had twa 'r three mair,
Insisted on a sittin' chair,
Tae play North-South,
Assured us they would bid wi' care,
They'd quenched their drouth.
The first team that we chanced to play,
Was led by Loreburn's Geordie Hay,
The clearest bid I made a' day--It made John won'er,
An' His response, 't is sad to say,
Cost us seven hun'r!
Then Cross an' Dickel, playin' Precision,
Created further indecision;
'Twas just a bit o' blearie vision
Was gi'in' us trouble,
Till cool opponets voiced derision,
Wi' a bit double.
Noo John, despite my warnin' strong,
Took liberties wi ' Appleton,
He raised wi' naething in his hand,
An' left me prayin',
Like maist experience o' man,
We got off wi payin'.
Next move, we played oor thirteenth board,
As luck would hae't, at last, we scored,
No' that we stowed a muckle hoard,
Four hearts we're gaun,
Three overtricks upon us poured,
Tae miss a slam.

By now the boards had reached half-way,
The hands described, oor mates must play,
I glanced across, tae see what way
They might be farin':
Gin yon time on a Saturday,
They were na carin'.
Bob's scowlin' face began tae glour,
His tabled dummy cairds oot o'er,
Tae count the hand, wi' a' his power,
Dave set himsel',
But whether tricks held eight or four,
He couldna tell.
At last we'd played board twenty-four,
An' totted up oor wee bit score.
It cam' tae minus seventy-four,
When matched wi' theirs.
Now we're destined for evermore,
Palooka pairs.
Some players when faced wi' oor disasters,
Would stand an' ca' each other bastards,
For a' the guid it does them after'ds,
Tae make them couth,
They micht as weel put stickin' plasters,
Upon their mouth.
That nicht, we parted on the stair;
Gloating, wi a conceited air,
O'er simple hands however rare,
That we had mastered,
Blamed: yet condoned oor other pair,
For they were plastered.

Russell McClymont.
With suitable apologies for most of a couple
of stanzas shamelessly borrowed from
"Death & Dr Hornbrook" by R. Burns.
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An Open Forum for anyone who would like to submit any
opinions, questions, gossip, suggestions, comments, abuse………
(Submissions can be sent by email to: james_tudor@msn.com, or phone me on 01563 830130)
Sandy Anderson’s Improver’s class on Competitive bidding was excellent, just what I needed.
Anne Attendee
Are there any other classes scheduled?
Anne Uther Attendee
That’s the series of 4 finished this season but I expect it will continue next year. Also Janice Thomson will be
hosting a ‘Next steps’ class each Monday morning starting in September.
Just got some last minute news that this classis full! Sorry ….. Ed.
What’s the problem with the Bridgemates in the Centre?
Ian Termitant
The cause is not clear at the moment Ian. Hopefully it will be sorted soon.. Ed.
A message appeared when I tried to access the ABU website, what’s going on?
Owen Lyne
The reason for the message was that the site was undergoing a migration to a new host. Meaning the site now has
virtually unlimited storage. So now more files and photos can be stored. Ed.
Dear Ed. Will you be continuing as Bulletin editor once you take on the role of ABU President? Surely the Editor
should be in a position to question the establishment, so to speak.
Dick Tata
You make a good point. Applications please? Ed.
“Yellow boards need changing”
One of a number of abrupt messages on the white board in the centre.
If you write a ‘request’ on the board at the centre please remember the people on the ABU council are all
volunteers. Some have multiple roles because there aren’t enough people on the council. Civility costeth nout!
And on the subject – new ABU council members are required so please speak to someone on the council if you
think you could be of help. In reality I know that nobody will come forward, so if you know somebody who would
do a good job then let us know (anonymously if you like!)and leave the persuading to us…….Ed.
I see the cost of entering the Ayrshire congress remains at just £15 each day, including the soup and sandwich. Are
the ABU running at a loss and if so, why?
Ida Notbeleevit
We think we can make a small profit and sponsorship from that that nice Mr Pollok Williamson helps. I think
Stewart Duguid (same person!!) is also supplying sausage rolls. And there’s free tea, coffee and biscuits all day…
The hope is that the low cost will encourage people to enter who aren’t regulars in competitions. The Silver and
Bronze awards also means that less experienced players have a better chance of winning a prize. Ed.
Entries for the Congress to Tom Lindsay please.
01292 280091
t.lindsay@talktalk.net
‘Shut your Facebook’ continues on page 9
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What would you bid now?

By Brian Senior

The basic system is Acol (incorporating 3 Weak 2s, so 2C is the only forcing opener) with a 12-14 NT; Stayman;
red suit transfers over 1NT/2NT; weak jump overcalls; RKCB; splinters.
In competition: negative/responsive/competitive doubles/support doubles and redoubles; Lebensohl after an
overcall of our 1NT and after our takeout double of their weak two’s. Michaels.
To add interest, marks will be awarded out of ten. The bid with the most votes will automatically receive 10
marks. To break a tie, I will use my casting vote. I will use my discretion to award the other marks. If I like a bid, I
will give it a high mark even though there are not many votes for it.
Here are the problems. Decide your answers first and read on…

①
South
♠ AK2
♥ A9843
♦ 84
♣ K73

②

All vul;
Imps.
W N
P

E
P

S
?

Fiona: 1NT – Cannot see past 1NT,
anything else is too risky.

Problem 1.
All vul; imps

Dealer North

South
♠ AK2
♥ A9843
♦ 84
♣ K73

South
E/W vul ; Imps
♠ J6
W N E
S
P
P
?
♥ AKQ943
♦ JT93
♣T

W
-

N E
P P

Marks: 1NT – 10, 1H – 7.

Sandy: 1H – What else? 1NT
could be disastrous.
Jim: 1H – Depending what
happens in the auction next, I may
bid No-Trump at my next turn.
With little impletion this is a bit
of a stretch, but we are vulnerable
and it is IMPs. I prefer this
approach to opening 1NT, which
is riskier and/or may lead to
missing a heart fit.
I would not worry too much about
going for a penalty – it would be
different if I had a 12-count, but
with 14 and maximum for 1NT
and, if I am going to run scared
on this hand, perhaps I should not
be playing a weak no trump in the
first place? Rather, it is a matter
of judgment whether I want to
treat this hand as balanced or as
a single-suiter.

Janice: 1NT – I do not wish to rebid
this heart suit.

S
? Sam: 1NT – 12-14 points, I have no
qualms about opening NT with a fivecard major.
Yvonne: 1NT – You have no wasted
values and a 5cM, but this still looks
like a weak NT to me.

③

None vul; imps
N E S
P
P ?

South
W
♠3
P
♥ K8
♦ KQ8753
♣ QJ42

top cards but with a lot of lower
honours and intermediates tends to
belong in no trump. I would open
1H and raise a 1S response to 2S,
pass 1NT (obviously), and rebid
hearts over 2C/D. Switch things
around so that I had only a
doubleton spade, and I would open
1NT, as I would then have no good
rebid after 1H – 1S.

Problem 2
E/W vul; imps ; Dealer North

Stewart: 1NT – Normally 1H would
be automatic but 3rd in hand I will bid
1NT.
Stuart: 1NT –.After a Stayman
enquiry, I would jump to 3H to show
the 5-card suit, and values (14 pts)
with which I would have raised an
invitational 2NT to game. And if
partner has employed garbage
Stayman, at least we should be
playing in a 9-card fit. To open 1H
could lead to rebid problems.
If we are to open 1NT, I like Stuart’s
idea to jump to 3H in response to
Stayman. That seems to describe the
hand pretty well. I am, however, with
the minority in preferring to open 1H
– just for different reasons to Jim and
Sandy. A hand with top cards and
nothing else usually belongs in a suit
contract. Conversely, a hand low in

South
♠ J6
♥ AKQ943 W
- ♦ JT93
♣T

N
P

E
P

S
?

Marks: 1H – 10, 3/4H – 9, 2H – 3.
We start with the simple approach:
Fiona: 1H – Then 2H if partner
speaks.
Janice: 1H – This hand is worth a
lot more than the literal point-count.
Sam: 1H – Your opponents might
compete in spades, but you have to
Continued on page 8
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tell partner you have an opening bid
with good hearts.
Yvonne: 1H – perhaps uninspired, but
the hand has a lot of playing strength,
so I don't want to be guessing which
level to pre-empt at.
But the hand just rates to belong to
the opposition, who will hold the boss
suit, spades, and the balance of the
high-card strength, far more often
than not. Meanwhile, our hand is all
about hearts – the side-suit merely
adds some playing strength to a hand
that clearly belongs in hearts the vast
majority of the time.
Sandy: 3H – I must confess I would
have opened 1H at the table
WITHOUT thinking, but see the
possibility with this pressure bid and
hope partner doesn’t have the three
cards I need to make 4H.
Stuart: 3H – 3rd in hand opposite a
passed partner and against Vul
opponents, I want to put maximum
pressure on opponents. Making it
difficult for opponents to reach a
vulnerable game takes precedence
over getting to our top spot. This
hand has offensive rather than
defensive quality. Give the hand a 5th
diamond and 4H would be my choice.
Indeed, 40 IMPs down and eight
boards to play, I would choose 4H
with this hand.
Yes, 3H would be my choice, putting
pressure on the opposition while
making it easy for partner to raise
whenever he has three-card support
and something useful. We will very
rarely miss 4H when it is making and
when it does it will often be because
of a double fit where the opposition
will have a black-suit contract so that
it will not matter all that often
whether our contract succeeds, as
when it is going down the opposition
will usually be making something.
For me, specifically in third seat, this
is just a down the middle action and I
would also open 3H with both sides

Ayrshire District Bulletin
vulnerable.
Jim: 4H – Your partner might have
the right cards for 4H to make, or the
contract might belong to the
opponents and they misjudge in
finding it. Or, on a bad day, you get
doubled. So, two good possible
scenarios opposed to one bad one!

Fiona: Pass – Not worth opening
and letting the opposition find their
major fit.
Sandy: Pass - This is obviously a
trap question for those who use
adding their HCP to the number of
spades. We don’t have the hearts
either, I’m caught.

Stewart: 4H – Again, 3rd in hand I
will try 4H and hope it’s not forcing
4S from the opposition.

Stewart: Pass – With the shortage
in the majors and 4th in hand PASS
seems best.

I have a friend and occasional
partner who swears that six-four
hands should always open at the four
level. Well, that is a bit of an
exaggeration, but I wouldn’t say that
4H is wrong here. I much prefer it to
a one-level opening. Just for
completeness, I should say that I have
no sympathy with a weak 2H
opening. This doesn’t put on enough
pressure to make life difficult for the
opposition, while it also pretty much
guarantees that we will miss 4H when
it is making.

Stuart: Pass – Quickly return this
hand to the board. A minus score is
all too likely.

Problem 3.
Non vul; imps; dealer West

South
W N
♠3
P
P
♥ K8
♦ KQ8753
♣ QJ42
♣ Q32
Marks: Pass –10, 3D – 7,

E
P

S
?

2D (if weak) – 5, 1D –3.

Jim: Pass – If these minors were the
majors then I’d open. Opening with
this though could possibly gain a
little, but more likely to lose if the
opponents find a major fit.

.

Scores
Problem
Fiona Abbott
Sam Malkani
Stewart Duguid
Stuart McCreadie
Yvonne Wiseman
Sandy Anderson
Jim Tudor

1
10
10
10
10
10
7
7

2
10
10
9
9
10
9
9

Sam: Pass - Short in the majors,
minimum hand. Best to pass.
Janice: 3D – We are not vulnerable
so let's make life as difficult as
possible for the opposition.
Yvonne: 3D – Pass is attractive. It
looks like the opponents have a
major fit, but we could easily be
going plus on the board, and
hopefully 3D is enough to shut them
out.
The panel has done well with this
one. Short in both majors and with
below the strength that is likely to
produce a successful game contract,
to open at the one level just rates to
see us defend a making partscore
the other way. If we are to open,
then 3D looks best as it forces the
opposition, if they wish to come in,
to do so at a dangerous level for
them. I might also consider opening
3D in third seat for much the same
reasons. However, in fourth seat I
can just pass the board out and not
take any risks, so that is my
preference.
3
10
10
10
10
7
10
10

Total
30
30
29
29
27
26
26
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‘Shut your Facebook’ Continued from page 6
In the recent issue (February) of the Bulletin, a reader (Sonia Owen) writes in criticism of the "Scottish Bridge News". I appreciate
Sonia's stance here but I feel I have to come to some degree of defence of the publication.
First of all I would like to congratulate the editor Bob McKinnon on his sterling work in rescuing, and now producing, a magazine
which, in my personal opinion, is excellent.
To address some of Sonia's points, she writes:
"...it's all for the top players"...I have just looked over the last issue (Issue 96) and having previously read most of the articles, counted
twelve, that could be read and enjoyed by all bridge players. Certainly some of the other articles are for what we would all call
tournament players but there is this mixture.
Sonia points to the magazine asking readers to contribute "stuff" aimed at club players. Yes, I have frequently read pleas from the
editor for readers to submit articles that are not solely aimed at tournament players. Some willing folk have stepped up to the plate
here. Just looking over the Contents page in the last issue reveals article headings such as:

The Glasgow Bridge Centre ; Pairs at the Club ; An Unusual Hand ; Improve your Bidding ; Autumn Leaves ; Player Profile ;
Another Nail
All I found enjoyable and very accessible to most players.
Sonia writes that the tournament players are "...generally, getting on a bit..." lol, there I have to agree but I would add "Aren't we all"
!
Might I say here that in addition to much enjoying the "S.B News" I really do enjoy our own "Ayrshire Bulletin". I particularly
enjoyed Gordon Smith's article in the February issue "Out of the Silence".
I have to go now...Those darnation sheep have disappeared again...
Bo Peep

Extracts from February’s
DecemberNovember’s

+ News
Have your cake … or not..
Donation to library
A letter received from the
mother of the late Billy
Mossie. Offering to donate
some bridge books to the
ABC library. A letter of
thanks was sent gratefully
accepting the gift.

A suggestion was made to take a
poll of teams to see who were in
favour of the supper break and
who would just prefer tea and a
biscuit.

Where did the photo go to?
The ABU received correspondence
asking where the prize giving photo
was from last year. Nobody knew.
After a search and interrogation of
suspects still no photo. So a new print
will be made.

ABU website

Council shifts
Sandy Anderson stepping down
from Council and Henry Crone
expressed a wish to pass on the
National convenor role.

This has now migrated to a new host,
providing us with much more storage space.
Amongst other plans we intend to upload
back dated issues of the Bulletin, kindly
supplied by Ian Dalziel.

Keen and Clean
A new cleaner has been taken
on for the bridge centre. She is
keen to do a good job and the
bridge centre is looking good
for it.

300 Club, Winners, February
Feb

T. Kekewich
(82)£50.00

D. Clement (54)

Ann Naismith (120)
£25.00

E. Borland (182)

A Hendry ( 121)
£25.00

E. Munro (136)
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Apologies, you’re getting one less Bulletin this year as the ABU Council meeting shifted towards the end of
March instead of the beginning and the bulletin traditionally gets published at the time of the meeting. As I write
this I realise it’s a pathetic excuse!
In the last few weeks, in addition to John Stevenson, we have sadly lost some popular Ayrshire characters, Isobel
Miller, Dorothy Paterson and Ralph Duncan. Ralph hasn’t played bridge for a number of years but I remember
him as a cornerstone member of the Prestwick club. Our sympathies go to Kay.
Isobel and Kay played in Kilmarnock but were also well known amongst all who played in competitions, they
will be sadly missed.
On a happier subject, congratulations to Pauline Phillips on becoming Ayrshire’s latest Grand master, very well
deserved.

Buchanan Win
For the first time since the 1980s an Ayrshire player has won the Buchanan (National Mens Pairs).
Congratulations to the ABU chairman Eddie McGeough, who partnered Jim Mason, on an excellent win in a high
quality field.

Hugh Kelsey

A heat of the Hugh Kelsey was held at the bridge centre on Friday 20th March. This is a simultaneous pairs event
for beginners. John Harvey and John Shevlin scored an excellent 72.92% so we are eagerly awaiting the
Nationally scored results.

Council
Sandy Anderson has decided to step down from the ABU council. Sandy has served for many years as National
convenor then Chairman. However, he’ll be missed most for his Mickey taking at the meetings!
I hope Sandy will continue to be part of the group taking the improvers classes after his first class on Competitive
bidding was very well received by the 45 attendees.

Kennedy Heat

1

Dave Merrilees & Billy Wallace

67.62

After many years of Ayrshire not holding a heat of
The Kennedy it was successfully held on Friday
20th March. Results opposite.
Congratulations to Dave Merrilees and Billy Wallace.

2

Mike Reekie & Kate Wilson

61.90

3= Paul Wilson & Jim Barclay

58.33

3= Lynne Phillips & John Hendry

58.33

5

David Sands & Anne Phillips

53.33

6

Catherine Brown & Ian Gregory

49.52

7= Gordon Cunningham & Fiona Braid 46.19
7= Thea Rae & Margaret Reilly

46.19

9

45.71

Lisa MacDonald & Stuart Morley

10 Helen & Campbell Kay

45.24

11 Lesley Brawn & Janice Rowberry

42.08

12 Peggy Lawson & Audrey Patterson 39.58
13 Alan Wallasce & Tina Kekewich

35.71

Camrose – This from the SBU website.
Last weekend saw, perhaps, the youngest ever Scotland team in the Camrose Trophy as Phil Morrison and Jun
Nakamaru-Pinder made their débuts in the event, joining Iain Sime & John Matheson and Frazer Morgan &
Philip Stephens who played in January. Scotland started and finished fourth, some way behind Wales, Ireland,
and England.
On Friday evening Scotland lost to England by 33-99 IMP, despite being only 12 IMP down at half-time. On
Saturday Scotland beat both Northern Ireland teams but by narrow margins. On Sunday, Scotland lost heavily
to Ireland but then beat Wales soundly to cost them the trophy.
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By Jim Tutor
Dummy

West
A

B

♠Q76
♥853
♦KJ654
♣ Q 10

♠ A K 10 3
♥76
♦A732
♣J82

This month’s article is dedicated to David
Sands of the Doon club, who by his own
admission – “loves to ruff”!!

You are West on lead against South’s contract
of 3 Hearts.
You lead the ♠A, small from Dummy and
partner plays ♠9.
You continue with ♠K and partner plays ♠2.

West

You can see the ♠Q in Dummy so partner
isn’t encouraging because he has that card. He
is showing a doubleton Spade.

♠ A K 10 3
♥76
♦J82
♣A732

So you are going to give your partner a ruff.
Which Spade do you lead from hand ‘A’ and
which from hand ‘B’ ?

The point of the question is that for hand ‘A’ you want your partner to return a Diamond so you can give
him another ruff (assuming he can beat the ♥8 in Dummy) and for hand ‘B’ you want a Club back.
How to convey this – Use a McKenny suit preference signal. This is the basic principle:
A high card asks partner to return the higher ranking suit, excluding Trumps, and a low card asks partner to
return the lower ranking suit.
So in example ‘A’ above you will play ♠10. Asking for the higher ranking suit between Clubs and
Diamonds. Obviously Spades are also excluded!
In example ‘B’ play ♠3 asking for the lower ranking Club to be returned.
Dummy
♠Q76
♥A53
♦ 8654
♣Q72
♠ A K 10 3
♥76
♦ 10 7 3 2
♣J82

Of course, life isn’t always as sweet as in the
examples above.
With the example opposite you have no outside
entry but you will need to give partner a ruff with the
10 or the 3. So you need to guard against partner
leading away from the ♣K (i.e. guarding against the
possibility of partner holding this card).
So give partner a ruff with the ♠10, asking for a
Diamond return. This could potentially work out
badly but looking at your hand alone seems like the
least risky option.
Happy ruffing David……
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INTERVIEW WITH PAUL WILSON

By Janice
Thomson

This month's second interviewee is Paul Wilson. Paul is a relative newcomer to the game. He is a very keen player
and participates in quite a few district competitions. Always a joy to meet at or away from the table, Paul is keen to
progress his skills in our game.
1. a)Paul, how did you come to take up Bridge?
I used to play as a student, usually with a coffee, fried egg roll and a hangover! However, I always thought I would
play when I retired and when Kate, my wife, started and really enjoyed it, I joined Sam Malkani's class.
b)How long have you been playing and what system do you play?
I have been playing three and a half years now. I play Acol with the occasional “Jim Barclay” amendment.
2. a)Are you keen to learn further aspects of the game? If yes, any examples?
I am still very much a beginner and need to consolidate the basics. However, I think with the stage that I am at, I
need to really work on communicating what is in my hand to my partner allowing us to get in to the right contract
but also when to choose to defend.
b) In addition to this last response, how do you intend going about furthering your Bridge skills e.g. card
play...?
I love playing Bridge as it is a game where one can play against anyone no matter how good they are. One can
spend time reading books and listening to lessons which are a great help, but there is no replacement for playing
hands especially with good players who are prepared to give advice. My biggest weakness at times, is card play.
3. What is it about the game that you enjoy best?
Apart from playing the game, I have had the opportunity to meet a whole new group of individuals. As for the
game, I love the competition and the huge differences each hand produces—there's more than one way to skin a cat!
Bridge does keep the mind active and the barrier keeps on being raised.
4. You play in a few clubs, most often at the Doon club. Give us a flavour of the Doon Club. For example
average number of tables, ambience, membership etc.
The Doon club was, originally, the club Sam Malkani's pupils joined following his classes. Two years ago, with
Sam's encouragement, we constituted the Doon Bridge Club and I had the honour of being its first
president/Chairman. We now have between 9 and 10 tables. The club is multi-ability and we encourage new players
to join. You can turn up without a partner and we can usually make some arrangement. A lot of players also play in
clubs at a higher level. The club is very relaxed and totally inclusive, but competitive with a great group of
members. We are very sociable having two dinners a year and the occasional outing to Prestwick Pioneer for
supper. It is the ideal platform to improve at Bridge. We are very lucky to have the continuing help and wisdom of
Sam Malkani and Gordon Smith.
5. What do you look for in a Bridge partner?
Tolerance with my card play; desire to improve; competitive but able to enjoy ourselves and move on to the next
disaster...sorry I mean hand!
6. You have played in quite a few Ayrshire competitions...
a) How did you enjoy these experiences? Pluses? Minuses?
One way to improve is to play with better players. Playing with more able players gives my partner and myself a
comparison with our own level of play. I really appreciate it when good players give advice. However, some
individuals occasionally display frustration.
Continued on page 13
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Continued from page 12
b) Apart from any enjoyment (always a debatable word with bridge!) did you feel specific benefits to your
game?
You definitely learn something every time you play in competitions. Even the best players can be fallible.
c) Will you continue to participate? If yes, why? If no, why?
Yes, I have noticed a very positive change in attitude to new players within the A.B.U. and feel that participation
will improve my Bridge.
7. You will have noticed that the S.B.U. has a behaviour campaign (with posters) going at the moment. As a
newer player, do you have any opinions re this? For example have you come across negative areas of
behaviour at the Bridge table? Positive areas?
I am aware of the behaviour campaign and in my view it has resulted in some people reflecting on their behaviour.
There has been a very positive effect.
Fun Section.
Favourite colour? The Rainbow.
…............food? Anything except pineapple or crème caramel. It is rather the way food is cooked that is important
to me...overcooked food is a waste. I love all kinds of meat and fish. If pressed to express a general preference
then Italian cooking would be high on my list, not forgetting the odd Indian meal.
…............t.v. Drama, documentaries and sport. However, I never miss University Challenge.
…............film/s? Not enough.
…............music? Retirement has allowed Kate and myself to attend many live concerts in Scotland, the U.K. and
abroad—mainly classical but also jazz. We have a very musical family.
…............reading? I am a bit of a slow reader but like crime and non-fiction.
…............pastime/s other than Bridge? I like playing golf and I am an avid rugby fan.
Thanks Paul for taking part. Great responses...I love your attitude to our game...keen, competitive, interested with
a good dollop of awareness of the human condition ! However, I have to mention, the “fried egg roll” ?!--not
perhaps the standard aid to learning Bridge...☺

A Question for Director Jim Wilcox
Declarer is North.
West leads a diamond.
Declarer pulls out a diamond immediately saying “I didn’t mean to play that card” with the card still in her hand.
East played a higher diamond while North was confused about what had happened.
North’s diamond card had been seen by everyone at the table and because of that the opposition said it was a
played card.
Declarer thought because she had acknowledged the mistake right away she could replace it and East could take
back the card.
The opposition were adamant they were right so no Director was called.
Who was right?
Signed Worried partner.
This is another of these situations where one has to decide if the action was definitely "unintentional" or if
there was "pause for thought".
In this case I don't think there is any argument. Declarer indicated straight away that he had pulled out the
wrong card, and so is allowed to change it. His left hand opponent is also allowed to change his card if
desired.
The Law is 45 C4b.
Jim Wilcox
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The league matches are now all complete. Well done to Steve Gray for convening this so smoothly in his first
year.
In both divisions it was close at the top. In Division 1 Kyle held on to win for the 3rd time in 4 years.
Jim Wilcox pointed out that Kilmarnock Annanhill were the only unbeaten team in the leagues!
Kilmarnock Portland were first in Division 2 finishing 1 VP ahead of Savoy.
The ABU council will be discussing the leagues, as the current number of teams makes 2 divisions a little
unsatisfactory. Especially if any more teams drop out. The best solution will be to encourage more clubs to
enter a team. If this means changing the current format and/or rules to entice more to play then that may
happen.
Any suggestions will be very welcome?
League 1
2014/2015
League Table

P

W

L

D

IMPs

Vps

Kyle Arran

5

4

1

0

222

70

Troon South Beach

5

2

2

1

198

67

Kilwinning Abbey

5

3

1

1

168

66

Kilmarnock Annanhill 5

3

0

2

29

56

Troon Eglinton

5

0

4

1

-384

17

Kilwinning Corsehill

5

0

4

1

-233

16

League 2
2014/2015
League Table

P

W

L

D

IMPs

VPs

Portland

4

3

1

0

73

54

Savoy

4

3

1

0

136

53

Riggs

4

2

1

1

111

51

Ardeer

4

1

2

1

-98

27

Troon Bentinck

4

0

4

0

-222

15

